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One thing all Jews do, the real infiltrators, is try to radicalise people. Every troll what tries to do is take our material and try to turn it into incoherent nonsense. This is from people who hardly know anything about Satanism, but they are the first to shout the 'radical' slogans and force a perception to try to turn Spiritual Satanism into Anti-Christianity. It's the same pattern in everything the enemy does to radicalise people and make them useless, make them look criminal, and retarded.

The Jew is the father of radicalisation of mankind, way against common sense. Just look at their programs. It's just purely illogical and filthy under-belt hits on the soul of man. Look at the average Christard or Islamic, and you will see it. Zero logic. Zero understanding. Just shouting and beating things up while sleepwalking.

Spiritual Satanism is the reverse, you can only become a True Spiritual Satanist by spiritual meditation, freeing your soul, and allowing yourself to accept natural and fundamental laws, spiritually and materially. Your initial dedication puts you in the family, then you will receive help to cure your shackle wounds, learn to walk again due to spiritual atrophy, and become steps closer to your potential.

In other words there are few if any artificial canonical creations in Spiritual Satanism, it's not really 'man made' with complex canonical laws, rules, regulations, it's the true way. You don't need to act artificially all the time to get 'saved'.

The need to forcibly convert other people is not the way to go. All it would gain us is hatred, traitors, and people who would be useless to our spiritual Agenda. We don't need cannon fodder as our war is a spiritual one and for this you need powerful individuals banded in unity, rather than brainless masses.

The reason for this is simple. Our path is TRUE. If 10 people in the planet remain as Spiritual Satanists after we are gone, it will still be as legit as it is today, and a path to enlightenment as legit as it is today. It will not change any fact if 10 million people are Spiritual Satanists, or if it's just us here, or if all 10 billion humans become Satanists, this does not 'prove' the path more, as it's already true. What would this too is rather simply hasten matters for worldwide evolution on a mass scale, but one must not confuse popularity with Truth.
Our meditations work, our prayers are heard and answered, our Gods are True. Mass siphoning of energy by ignorant masses is not going to change any of the above facts. Satan does not demand to be worshipped. Any real being wouldn't care to be forcibly worshipped. It's demeaning to Satan to force people in front of him.

Satan deserves none of these enslaved followers. The enemy has always forcibly pushed the cesspool of humanity with Satanism, the morbid individuals, and this was done on purpose. However Satan can take the fallen and corrupted individual and heal them inside and out. Which is why the enemy associated us with freaks and promotes the Satanist to be a living cesspool and degenerate. Which we have reversed in full, growing in hostile status with degenerates as a result, who are the living meme of "Satan Fallen". The Spiritual Satanism is Satan Rising, and Satan Risen.

Now make no mistake, we are passionate, and our fire burns strong, stronger than all of the enemies combined. However passion and fundamentalism are quite different things. Fundamentalism arises where there is basically not much faith in the objective, it shows lack rather than fullness. So people resort to brainwash other peoples to achieve their objective. Our "Radical" or extremely intense longings should be taken out in our spiritual warfare against deception and ignorance, against the enemy, not to try to convert others who are just looming in the middle. They are of no importance anyway.

This is by nature impossible in Spiritual Satanism, this path comes from the heart and the inner Soul, you cannot just forcibly convert someone into a Satanist, they have to grow into it like an infant who is unknowing grows to a full adult. This is the reason that people who come for jokes, just to mess around with Demons, and generally to Anti-Christian LARP, they always disappear and they are recycled. The majority returns on a point of maturation to seek the actual facts. Truth works without the need to convert anyone to anything. Anyone who observes some facts will end up to the same route by default.

Our beliefs are simple, natural, coherent, and the only thing we need to do is to get them out there. The magnetic pull will get people to consider facts on their own. The thing we will not tolerate is people who are allied to our enemies, and of course, people of interests adverse to our own (Such as Muslims exterminating us) but that does not mean we will convert anyone. After all, who needs these petty souls to join them?

These souls are less than one Watt in force, absolutely worthless and weak. Satan seeks the honest, the brave, and the ancient hearts to join him, and one of
these people is worth one million Goyim, and above all, we join Satan by our free will. Everything in the world is built against the Gods and Satan, but we still insist on our choice against time. Truly, in the future, the path will be far more open and less dark, so more people will keep joining, but you do not build future Gods without teaching them the essence of their decisions and free will.

What's proof of the above? We are fighting against a whole planet and altering it. We are 'nobodies'. We have no 'face', we are an invisible army. We are cultivating worldwide chance just by our Will and teachings of Father Satan. Our enemies cower in our sight with their endless armies.

What more needs to be stated?

HAIL SATAN!!!

[HoodedCobra666] wrote:

One more thing. Using our forces to take the enemy down will result in far many more people 'saved' rather than chasing them down and shouting about their new savior after jeboo krayst. Use forces wisely...

[natalie_lion's_heart] wrote:

"I am probably wrong about this but I can't seem to shake it.

The Varg-y 'pagan' LARPer types really irk me and I don't see how it helps this cause at all.

Their talk goes in circles about analogies spinning off into analogies and so forth, it doesn't lead anywhere but into a cynical-escapism tunnel-vision world where everything is pointless and nothing is worth fighting for.

It's barely Satanic or White. It just walks and talks like judeo-Christian Revisionist junk; become a passive force while you blame and loathe your Racial heritage family, just acting as if there's nothing any White can do - that for some reason all the Whites near the East are somehow race traitors pleasantly ignoring the fact that they were enslaved and raped by Muslim-Kike mud-hoardes breeding what you see today - SO it's yet again
White people's faults that the hoardes are back in our lands raping and breeding away, no we're the race traitors here because uhh... you're supposed to fight back? Nono, just go farming away on your private little plot like an ostrich with it's head in the damn sand while you enthuse about uteruses - and blame your people for being the sitting ducks they can't help but be?

Sorry but I'm not a race traitor filled with self-hatred, constantly stuck in that same feedback loop.

I don’t hate my own Progenitors because I'm too scared to acknowledge my White ancestors and revere them as Gods. Sorry but I can't - for the life of me - see how it's edgy, extremist or 'immature' to use the ancient and primordial name of Satan for our cause; says the idiot who LITERALLY burned down churches. Varg is..ugh. Sleepwalking in the Jewish play-pen, not giving a flying duck about the truth or historical facts in the slightest. Its the corruption of proper White ideals and it feels really really wrong.

I honestly can't stand it when White people take the easy way out, what even are we if we don't fight and speak nothing but the truth?

I'll go do an RTR now, lol.”

Pagans help. They may not agree on every term one has set, but their existence is useful, and in no way hazardous. They are simply people that don't really know all that much about spirituality, and they will grow. They are way better than most people, the majority can reason, and we can more than likely reach understanding. I don't see Pagans as something radically different, I just see ourselves more advanced in some aspects.

As for Varg he is doing important work for the general cause, which is help many people escape. I hold no hate or dislike for Varg myself, nor I focus to judge him 'personally' as a person anymore as it simply does not matter. He has his story.

Varg's story justifies many of his beliefs. If you pay attention to him being taken in prison for too long, accompanying himself with psychopaths who were communists and fake LaVeyan wanna-be Anti-Christians, destroyed as a person in the media, and who knows what else, would you like 'civilization' or hate it...Varg hates civilization for the way it treated him. At least he has not denounced his race in full and retreated in full. So his situation is not as simple.
We do not have to agree on anything. He has quit on other struggles but in general he is struggling in his own way which is benefiting our larger spirit. And does the part he can do.

Varg's and the "Survivalist" community are basically just saying we should return to the lifestyle of the last century, like my grandparents lived, rural life and everything else. It's just re-branded and for some reason they make it seem way more radical than it is. This life is not some mystery, it's a life of village, independent living. Which is not entirely false, is natively European (not for the whole folk), we need to return largely to ecology, healing the soil, and many other things. This is not totally illogical. But sometimes its taken way too far.

Each to their own. We do our part, which is the pinnacle of it. As time goes and we will gradually gain ground and win, the faith of people will be won back, both in civilized forms of life and so forth. But this will take time. From a normal standpoint and taking in consideration Varg's past, it's normal he believes in nothing anymore, more so a civilization taken over by Jews. He is also in a position where he can cannot really speak.

Varg does one mistake to be too pessimistic because he doesn't really know and/or believe in what we do, namely, spiritual knowledge, RTRs etc.

Well we are not simply "Pagans" therefore we are here. Paganism can be seen as the first milestone towards freedom, many people get to that level first, they cannot really rip the fabric of lies at once. On a personal level it angers me sometimes that it's going slow, but this is the only way it can go at this point, too much brainwashing. Many steams flow to the same river in the end.

Spiritual Satanism is the initiation into the highest possible level of Paganism, and the fellowship of those who practice the inner spiritual arts of Paganism. One can be Pagan without going into the very depth, some people will, some people won't, the aim should be for everyone to at least have some spiritual foundation in the future and at least know the basics.

So be patient and let things set in their proper position. The fall of the enemy will dispel many fears that are now making people see in the world that way as they do.
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